Benefits Include:

ARBOR
CLUB

FREE shipping and handling on all
microform, including any additional
subscriptions or backfiles that you may
add throughout the year.

%

50% OFF any periodical backfile
orders. Exclusively for ARBOR CLUB
members, all periodical backfiles will
receive a 50% discount.
10% OFF your purchase of Publishers
Weekly Digital Archive and the Music
Magazine Archive

Join the Club
As your library has changed and grown, Periodicals in Mircoform have formed the “roots” of your collection. And we
would like to offer you a great way to continue to nurture and maintain that strong foundation.
When you renew 100% of your microform subscriptions from NA Publishing, your library is automatically enrolled in
our customer rewards program called the ARBOR CLUB. For example, if your library currently subscribes to 50 titles
and you renew all 50, your library will immediately experience the benefits of membership.
Benefits include:
• FREE shipping and handling on all microform, including any
additional subscriptions or backfiles that you may add throughout the
year.
• 50% OFF any periodical backfile orders. Exclusively for ARBOR
CLUB members, all periodical backfiles will receive a 50% discount.
• 10% OFF your purchase of Publishers Weekly Digital Archive and the
Music Magazine Archive
And with 100% renewal, you will to continue to receive each year’s cozy and cuddly commemorative animal.

Digital Products

Music Magazine Archive (MMA) is a closed series of digital collections focused on music genres of
the late 20th and early 21st centuries. Through the lens of music and music journalism, MMA draws
together primary sources that illuminate the social and historical context of the late 20th and early
21 centuries, supporting research in areas such as popular culture, history, material culture, gender
studies, media studies, and more.

Continuously published since 1872, Publishers Weekly has been the authoritative source for
publishing news and reviews. Librarians, researchers and students will now be able to search the
full run of print issues, with more recent issues added on an annual basis.
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